Environmental Protection Announces 2020 New Product of the Year Winners

DALLAS, May 28, 2020 – Environmental Protection recognized the winning companies in its 2020 New Product of the Year contest today. The contest attracted a wide variety of entries, with many of the products winning accolades from the two independent judges.

“Companies have really stepped up their game this year when it comes to the evolution of advanced environmental products, and our judges really saw the effort and innovation,” Environmental Protection editor Sydny Shepard said. “Health and Safety/Cleanup was our most competitive category, while judges awarded top marks to products entered in the New Technology – Industry and the Soil and Groundwater categories this year. The caliber of products entered, paired with the number of entries we received, goes to show how environmental equipment manufacturers continue to be inventive and creative to meet the needs of customers in such a diverse marketplace.”

To be eligible for the 2020 awards, products must have been introduced to the market during the past year. The 2020 award winners are:

- Air Quality and Climate: TSI, Inc., BlueSky Air Quality Monitor
- Environmental Management: ParkUSA, Foam Trooper UBD – Unibody System
- Health & Safety/Cleanup: Andax Industries LLC, Andax Transformer Containment Pallet
- Monitoring: RKI Instruments, Inc., GX-3R
- New Technology - Industry: Blackline Safety, G7 wearable with pump cartridge
- Software/SaaS: Cority, Cority Enviance SDS Vault
- Soil and Groundwater: New Pig Energy, PIG Trenchless Curved Silt Fence
- Stormwater: Onset, HOBO MicroRX Water Level Station
- Wastewater: ParkUSA, OilTrooper Unibody
- Water: New Pig, PIG Absorb-&-Lock Water Pads and Strips

The judges were Angela Neville, former editor of Environmental Protection magazine and Timothy Alan Grobe, MS, CSP, CHMM, director of Safety and Health for Cross Environmental Services, Inc.

Neville commented, “This year’s new products show the impressive evolution of the technology and equipment designed to improve companies’ environmental performance and compliance with environmental regulations.”

“There are many good products this year,” added Grobe. “It was very difficult to make choices. [I see] innovation at work in many areas and products that are steady performers and those pushing safety, heath and the environment forward in more than several positive ways.”

In addition to being honored today, the winners will be featured on the Environmental Protection website, www.eponline.com.
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